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IN THIS ISSUE
THE TOP STORIES
AND NEWS

You have all been doing so much with your
dog over the winter! This is a jam packed
issue. I love hearing about the successes you
are having and also how our junior members
are really making this sport their own. Check
our Isobel’s article she has done for Fledge,
fantastic photo’s too!
Our Cover picture this time has been
designed by Amelia Cleaver to help us
remember to help Fledge recycle. I think it’s a
fantastic message and one I know we are
pretty passionate about. I’d love to hear more
about how UKFL members are taking action
to look after the environment.

On the Cover
Amelia Cleaver, one of our Junior
Members wants us to do more to
help Fledge recycle at our events.

Over The Winter
We hear from you on your new focus
over winter training and what you’ve
been up to with your team.

Fun At Crufts

Ed

March saw the return of the greatest
dog show in the world, some of you
went along and even competed in
events too.

The Hoot!
Fledge’s Junior Member Isolbel tells
us about the fun she has at flyball and
all about her new dog.

FROM THE EDITOR

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A GUEST
WRITER? Get in touch and you could be
in the next issue of UKFL NEWS

So many of you have contributed to this which is just fantastic, please keep sending
in your stories, there is plenty of space on these pages and it’s great to shout out
some of our acheivements both within our sport and outside of it. If your dog has
another hobby of job as well as flyball why not share their story in the next issue…
please send any stories and photographs to my email at
pressofficer@ukflyball.org.uk Samantha , Editor
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GETTING TO KNOW OUR

UKFL COMMITTEE

CRAIG KENNEDY

“ First of all, thank you to everyone that voted for me onto the committee,

it means so much to me that so many of you have put your trust in me for this position.

I am a mechanical fitter by trade, working in a generator company for the
last 20 years, I'm married to Claire and we have a beautiful daughter called
Quinn, shes 2 going on 22, she loves coming to Flyball shows and loves
coming to training every Sunday. I am sure she will be running her own dog
soon.
Currently, I race 2 dogs, My 7 year old Collie Rogue and my little 3 year old
Staffie Swagger, I also have a little Border staff called Gossip (Swaggers
Daughter) who will hopefully hit the lanes next year.
I have been in Flyball for around 10 years now. I am privileged to have
done so much in my time in those 10 years.
All of my success has been with my current team, The supersonic Saltires.
We have done so much together, breaking into the 16's, then 15's and now
were aiming for the 14s. I have been apart of the team that's won Division
1 running my little border collie rogue, shes still our top team height dog at
9". she truly is a wonderful dog. she then won division 1 at our first UKFL
indoor champs and was handled brilliantly by my wife Claire, it was great
to watch from the side lines. That team of Skye,Sparky,Rogue and Tantrum ran faultlessly all day and had to, to
beat the teams in that division. In the time I have been with Saltires I think we have broken 3 records, all with our 4
border collies, Indie,rogue,sparky and Mac, That team was an awesome team to be apart of.
I have only been on the committee a few weeks as I am writing this, but in this short time, I have seen the hard work
and dedication from lots of people that make this league run the way it does.
The 3 board members are on hand as and when we need it, Ellen Schoffield, who works non stop with her tech team,
The regional mentors who are on the go constantly in the background being led by Carla, a bit of a perfectionist it
seems, the list goes on, but those are the people whom I have been working closely with, and then, my fellow
committee members, who have really helped me settle in the last couple of weeks, The 2 Jens, Lynn and Nick, I know
the hard work preparing for this years champs is about to start, Bring it on!!!
Flyball has grown enormously in the last 10 years, teams
have become so quick, training has become so much more
technical, the dedication people put into their dogs
lifestyles, the feeding, physio, conditioning etc, I applaud
everyone of you. Its an amazing time to be part of this
journey, I hope this year brings each and everyone of you
success, whether it be divisional wins, your dog gaining a
new
PB,
your
team
breaking
into
the
19's,18's,17's,16's,15's or the 14's, you all deserve it.
Keep it up and hopefully see you in the lanes soon, Craig
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MARLEY… PRE-CADET TO LEAGUE
The path of a pre-cadet to league racing dog, a great first year in the
UKFL
The UK Flyball League has brought more opportunities for our young
dogs than ever before in the history of Flyball in the UK. The Pre-cadet
sessions offered within the UKFL have been a great platform for
learning for our green dogs to gain the experience needed without the
hustle and bustle of Little League or risking the confidence that has
been built up in those who are not quite ready for the leap into league
racing.
Handled by Alan, Marley experienced his 1st pre-cadet at Wood Green
in February 2018, an 18m old young Spaniel who came toReady2Fly
us as aafter
re-attending
the Ring Party training
home in April 2017, his previous owners declared him aggressive to
humans and dogs and didn’t know what to do for all that spanner
energy. He was nervous and in-experienced in the competition
environment and because of the history of his alleged aggression we
didn’t know how he would be around other dogs or under the
conditions of Little League or League racing. The Pre-cadet sessions
proved to be a success from the moment we entered the ring, we were
able to go at his pace with enough space and with as many or as few
team members needed for a positive experience. This slot was all for
Marley, his time alone and our sole focus, so we put our plan into
action working on close box work ensuring the turn was held and
reward was high. Moving on through the mechanics of a Flyball run we
moved up to full runs quickly and at his next pre-cadet session with the
help of a stooge dog we worked on passing. We truly do believe this
space allowed him to think, process and retain the information of what
we were teaching him, so he could build the neurological pathways
without the stress inhibitor of full competition. It helped he loved a
tennis ball or 2 in fact he loved them a little too much and so this
highlighted something else we needed to work on with him.
Then came Little League, the confidence Marley gained with all the
aspects of Flyball we had worked on in the pre-cadet sessions
enabled him to take Little League with ease, he joined Hot Shots at
Halefield then again at their own show a month later, being able to
run in any position as he knew what he had to do and what was
expected, even at one point weaving through people and a big
German Shepherd to get to his reward bucket.
All throughout Marley’s training, pre-cadet and Little League the
natural impulse as his humans and with the immense sense of his
achievement with the new-found confidence we were beaming and
eager to get him into league racing, he could go and collect a ball
come back and so that was it, wasn’t it? Our team Mad Mutts
installed patience into us and to ensure we ticked all the boxes and
first and foremost set Marley up to succeed at every step, rather
than take that leap too soon and fail, after all we wanted Marley to
execute a full run to the best of his ability and to do it as safely as
possible in doing so.
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Our priority was to ensure Marley didn’t drop his turn and maintain his
striding among other things, and so he made his league racing debut in July
at Ryton and then his second time racing was as replacement at Champs so
the top team could still race as Spices had come into Season. This was a
special moment, our little rescue boy made it, we wanted to shout it from
the rooftops and so Alan did a live with Daniel Disney and told him and
everyone all about this lively little spaniel who had stolen our hearts.
All throughout the last year, it has felt like a roller coaster of a ride, from the first moment anyone dare speak to or
touch Marley in the ring in the early days where he would roll over and wee from nerves to the brave confident
spaniel who pulled a 4.29 in his debut in league racing. He has run in all positions and is adaptable and versatile to
slot into any team, even running with his sister Maisie on numerous occasions including Champs. The first time
that he took a change over with her was funny, he came out the gates as Maisie entered stopped for a split second
checked that he still had both ears and then with a massive look of relief! He raced towards his reward.

Anyone who knows Alan will know he has been an advocate for Pre-cadet since we experienced it with Marley as
am I. We believe it has been integral to the training and success for him. Some may say that it is expensive, well
this depends on what you equate the monetary value to in regards to what the possibilities and potential
achievements available, We’ve found this with Poppy, I’m not going to lie it has exhausted the Flyball budget but I
am quite happy to pay the cost of the pre-cadet session each and every time for her or any other of our dogs that
need it, as she has progressed and gained more confidence than she ever could have if pre-cadet wasn’t an option
and the only option she had was to be little league, the environment of little league would not have been
conducive to her progress and long term potential. We have had highly positive experiences with Pre-cadets and
are so thankful to the UKFL for this innovative approach to helping our green dogs.
With the new rule of up to 4 green dogs being able to utilise the
progressive aspects of a pre-cadet session during racing, the
value of learning to work, concentrate and focus in this
environment, has enabled our other young or new dogs in the
team to make full use of this time and share sessions where
appropriate, these include, Poppy, Ty, Buddy, Oli and Wogan,
with Mazikeen and Nala looking to progress soon.
2018 was great for Marley and his path from pre-cadet to UK
Flyball League racing dog and so we are looking forward now and
into 2019 where it is going to be an exciting time for our other
Mad Mutt pre-cadets!
#UKFLprecadetrocks
Lynnette Treadwell-Jones – Mad Mutts Flyball Team
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WINTER TRAINING
ALL 4 ONE FLYBALL
Members may have noticed that All 4 One have not been competing during the
winter months. However that is not to say that the team have not been busy
during that time.
This year Maria and Mark decided to concentrate on training during the winter
period, with regular weekly sessions and some extra days. This allows dogs and
handlers to focus on their skills and all the elements that make for a successful
(and hopefully faster) run for each dog.
As we all know, improved technique can shave a precious millisecond off a run
and make the difference to team placings.
For the dogs, we have concentrated on stride placement and foundation turns,
using chute and box work, with balls and without, to get their positioning and
turns clean and consistent, with runbacks and jump work included, but
concentrating on the individuals, not running teams.
A special training day with Joe Lamont in November gave amazing results.
Sarah another member also gave advice on conditioning exercises for most of
the dogs so we all have some ‘homework’ in between classes. This has assisted
dogs’ balance and tone and helps them to give their best.
Especially for newcomers to the sport, these focussed sessions have helped
handlers as well as dogs.
Oh yes, the handlers. We have also been training, with sessions on the
importance of position and positive encouragement and the precise angle to fling
your arm at while yelling ‘touch!’. We have raced up and down the lanes to
encourage speed in the dogs (or deputed a young fit member to do so) and
again, the proof is in the results.
Several team members took advantage of a session with Iain from Superfly
Physio. This was a great opportunity to take expert advice on any little issues our
dog might have with fitness, and get them checked over. After all, they are the
athletes and we want to keep them flexible and healthy as well as competition
fit.
Overall the training has been focussed and intense for both dogs and handlers,
but it has also given opportunities, with everyone at the sessions, for team
members to familiarise themselves with all the dogs, handle dogs other than their
own and generally help with all the aspects of a training session. It all adds up to
a cohesive group who can jump in and help wherever needed and dogs who will
work with more than one person at need.
We have been lucky that only one session had to be cancelled due to bad
weather. The team also took a complete break from training in December
We will now move towards competition again, with sessions of outdoor training
as the weather becomes milder and a full ‘away weekend’ of training at Easter,
when hopefully all the improvements we are starting to see will come together
ready for the new season.
All4One Flyball Team
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A BUSY WINTER FOR PAWS ON THE RUN

What a winter this has been, certainly a busy one, the formation of
‘Paws on the Run’
Let me introduce the team that trains in Nottinghamshire but live as far away as Pembrokeshire, Halifax West
Yorkshire, Oldham Lancashire and Leicestershire;
Firstly there’s myself. Barbara Bunday (Captain) with Angus. Kiwi. Jess. Riddle and Fume.
Tracey Seal with Bonnie. Penny and Luna.
Howard Campbell with Cody.
Jackie Campbell with Pippa and Zeta.
Jackie Bird with Karys and Kirin.
Andy Turner box loader.
Katie O’Driscoll with Maverick, Bear, Martha-Mai, Twiggy, Buddy and Blue.
Pauly ball collector.
Kay O’Driscoll.
In the ‘ Greatest Showman’ style we’ve certainly pulled together to get this show on the road, securing a training
venue, uniforms, jumps, box painting, tuff spun, gaffa tape, stickers, training lights and much more.
Our first venture out at Bisley, the beginning of February, was a good day out. The dogs gelled and the day was a
success. Thank you for the kind words at presentation and to all the help given. It was much appreciated.
We now have some next steps to work on, but I’m sure in true Paws fashion we will work together to try and
reach those goals.
We have so much more still to do, but we will embrace it, support each other and get the job done.
‘A Million Dreams Is All Its Going To Take’
Barbara Bunday

RUBY, FINDING FLYBALL
Back in April 2018 we saw a fly all demo at Dogs 'n' Daff's at Hatfield House and Ruby had a go. She seemed to
love it so we made some enquiries around Hertfordshire but we struggled a bit. So she carried on at obedience
classes but we noticed she was getting more and more nervous around strangers (especially men). So we got
some behavioural advice from an expert. Ruby is clearly bright so needs stimulation and something to do on walks
otherwise she is anxious and looking around for the next danger.
In September 2018 we spotted an advert up on the wall in our local RSPCA for flyball taster sessions so we signed
Ruby up. At first she wasn't bothered about balls and she was nervous of the male leader. She did, however love
her pheasant tuggy toy. She didn't seem to mind the jumps although she ran out for the first couple of sessions.
But she wanted to get her tuggy so whatever it took to get her tuggy she would do. So if the payment for the
tuggy was a ball then she would get the ball to 'pay' for the tuggy. Michelle, Leigh and Mark plus the others at
Hotshots flyball team taught her box worm and she graduated from a plastic craft box to the Shute but this did
take about 8 weeks (8 sessions plus home practice). She still struggles to use the proper competition box so that is
a work in progress.
Ruby is nearly 3 and is a boxer cross staffy. She was unwanted by her former owners and we do not know if she
came from a puppy farm (we suspect she did). She is still a little nervous of strangers so we hope she will be ok at
competitions. She is entered into little league on 7th April at Horseley Fen.
We would like to thank the Hotshots team - they are a lovely group of people and one of the best things about
being in the team is the friendships we are making.
We look forward to the year ahead and to meeting the bigger UK Flyball family!
Chris, Barbie and Ruby !
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Crufts 2019
Ellen Schofield and her Cambridgeshire flyball team head for Crufts after qualifying in a knockout competition on
9th June 2018. This is the first time Cambridgeshire have qualified for Crufts since it made its debut in
Every year Crufts, the world's
largest dog show highlights
the fun, speed and excitement
of a major flyball competition
as 16 teams strive to become
Crufts flyball champions in
front of a massive, noisy and
enthralled audience in the
main arena in the NEC,
Birmingham over 4 days.
Two teams of 4 dogs compete
at the same time, each using a
parallel racing lane down
which each dog in turn, runs
clearing four hurdles in
succession before triggering
the box which releases the
Left to right. - Mick and breeze, Anita and bishop, Roger (box loader), Ellen and Lexey, Pam and Bailey
tennis ball. They then run back
over the hurdles with the tennis ball in their mouth. Each dog must cross the finish line before the next dog can
start. Handles aim to launch their dog so that it will cross with the returning dog just at the line.
The first team to have its fourth dog across the finish line, with any part of its body wins the race.
THE BIG DAY
Thursday 7th March 2019. The team is all ready for the racing to start in the afternoon. Cambridgeshire are drawn
to race in the last race against Northants Falcons. Into the ring the arrive to the applause of the 7,000 or so
spectators. The team get a quick warm up race before the serious stuff starts to allow the dogs and handlers a
practice run. The first race sees us lose the race on time only as all dogs ran paw perfect but we make up for it in
race 2 when Northants got a light allowing us to win the race.

Nicole and Layla. Pamela and Bailey, Mick and Breeze, Ellen and Cookie, Anita and Bishop, Mark and Lexey.

All down to race 3 and
excitement had built
up in the crowd as
each team had their
team
mates
and
friends cheering them
on. The dogs all ran
perfectly
but
unfortunately
Cambridgeshire lost on
time and were beaten
against a faster team.
All dogs and handlers
gave their very best
and had a great time
on the green carpet.
Here they are proudly
showing
of
their
rosettes.

As well as racing at crufts Ellen's club also provide the lights for the flyball racing and she along with club members
are responsible for ensuring the lights are set up before racing starts. Precision and speed are the order of the day.
Anne Richens
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Whilst Kilda and I didn’t compete at Crufts for flyball; we were there
on the Discover Dogs Spanish Water Dog stand flying the flag for
flyball. She was great on the stand on Saturday. Here we are on the
stand, and I’m wearing my The Flying Scots flyball top.
Julie

On the 9th March, I went on my annual visit to Crufts with my
mum. I look forward to it every year. I’ve been going since I was a
baby.
I love to watch everything in the arena. There are so many cool
displays. The police and RAF displays show how important dogs
can be to keep us safe.
The agility and heelwork to music take so much work and
commitment. Then we come to the flyball. We saw the
semi-finals. It was so great to watch. It is definitely the best bit of Crufts.
Flyball is all about having fun; and the atmosphere is amazing. It is such an achievement to get to Crufts;
and everyone is so happy wherever they come. It was a privilege to watch some of the fastest dogs in the
country race in that big arena. The dogs and handlers gave everything, and were just incredible.
We also got to see the final of the YKC flyball. All the junior handlers were amazing. I was really
speechless after watching it. It has inspired me to want to do YKC flyball at Crufts.
The flyball at Crufts gets better and better every year. Crufts would not be the same without it.
Laila York-Musk, 9, Whack Attack

This year I was part of the judging team for Crufts. Tony Cain was Flyball 2019
Judge, and along with Daryl, Sue, Shian and Sam I was able to help officiate the
event. It was both exciting and nerve wracking all at the same time, and such an
amazing experience to step out on the green carpet to represent flyball.
My personal highlights were getting to witness the incredible dead heat tie in
the final race and also seeing the YKC members step out in that
huge arena and race so well; they really are the future of flyball.
Samantha Clark (ed)
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L-R Martin McInulty (& Dickie), Jess Leadbetter (& Rascal, Abigail Brown (Boxloader), Emma Wagg (&
Jasmine), Ben Leek (& Shep), Megan Leek (& Swift), Chloe Fitzgerald (& Piper)

L-R Martin McInulty (& Dickie), Jess Leadbetter (& Rascal, Abigail Brown (Boxloader), Emma Wagg (&
Jasmine), Ben Leek (& Shep), Megan Leek (& Swift), Chloe Fitzgerald (& Piper)

YKC Flyball at Crufts
So here is the Dolphins YKC team, made up from ‘youngsters’ and dogs from over 6 different UKFL teams,
including Storm Chasers, Reiver Rebels and Northern Monkeys to name but a few. This band of young
flyballers led by Hazell Brown (Reiver Rebels) qualified for crufts back in June, up in Scotland.
As you can imagine getting together to train with handlers and dogs from all over the north of England and
Scotland was no mean feat but they managed a few training sessions to prepare themselves for their big
day. And with UKFL’s sync rule, they were also able to compete competitively in 2 UKFL comps, to give them
some valuable racing experience.
And so the big day arrived - Crufts 2019 was here! An early kick off in the YKC ring for the quarter and semi
finals meant some very early starts! A struggle for some of the team members!!! And after knocking out
Marboo Dogz and Brigg Mini Muttleys, they had qualified for the finals in the main arena, up against Critical
Impact.
Following some anxious waiting until in the benching area, there time had come, cool as cucumbers they
stepped out onto that famous green carpet, whilst us parents stood in the wings trying to calm our nerves.
Both teams, dogs and the young handlers’ raced well - showing great sportsmanship to each other. But
unfortunately it wasn’t to be Dolphins day... 2nd place, but what an achievement!
It was lovely to see them receive their rosette, take their lap of honour and even get interviewed by Clare
Balding for the telly!!
I think it’s safe to safe the flyballing future is in safe hands. And a big shout out to all the flyballing judges
and officials!
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Name: Abigail Brown (age 14) Box loader years
flyballing: 5 running a dog. 10 in total
Crufts appearance:3
What did talking part in crufts mean to you: It meant
being part of a fantastic team with people that I don’t
always get chance to run with. Showcasing how the
younger teams can enjoy and compete in the biggest
flyball event. It is also a fantastic weekend away with
my friends. Crufts highlight. Getting to the green
carpet for the second time.

Name: Jessica Leadbetter (age 11)
years flyballing: 3 years
Crufts appearance: 1
Dog: Rascal, owned by Hazell Brown
What did talking part in Crufts mean to you: It a
meant that I could feel the experience of being on TV
and see what some people do every year.
Crufts highlight: Taking part, the atmosphere and all
the different stalls and normal sponsorships with their
stalls (we bought a lot of stuff).

Name - Emma Wagg (age 10)
Years flyballing: 4
Crufts appearance: 1
Dog: Jasmine, owned by Vicki Dawe and Darryl Ogden
What did talking part in crufts mean to you: It was
really fun and I liked being supported by my older
teammates. I was so thrilled to get through to the
main arena. Crufts highlight: Getting through to the
finals, coming 2nd and being interviewed by Clare
Balding and meeting Radzi (from Blue Peter)

Name: Megan Leek (age 16)
Years flyballing: going on 17
Crufts Appearances: 4
Dog: Swift, owned by Anna Hardie
What did taking part mean to me: I have enjoyed
competing at Crufts for the last four years and YKC is a
great way of bringing young handlers together. Crufts
Highlight: Competing in the final in the main arena
and experiencing that atmosphere for the second
year.

Name - Martyn McInulty (age 18)
Years flyballing: 8
Crufts appearance: 2
Dog: Dickie
What did taking part in crufts mean to you: I enjoyed
handling alongside younger handlers and being able
to support and help them in anyway possible. Crufts
highlight: Getting through to the finals and
experiencing the atmosphere of the main arena for
the 2nd year.

Name: Ben Leek (age 13
Years flyballing: 13
Crufts Appearances: 4
Dog: Shep, owner by Linda Rodger
What did competing in Crufts mean to you: Getting
up early! I always love the atmosphere at YKC Crufts
especially in the main ring.
Crufts Highlight: competing in the final in the main
ring and helping Claire Balding use Instagram
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TEAM SPIRIT
The Flying Scots Flyball Team
We have been running as a team for
the last 7 years, with our first
competition at a beautiful venue in
Milton of Crathes, Aberdeen. We
started off as a family based team, and
as we have grown, family has been at
our core: taking on new teammates,
making new friends, and building our
Flyball family.

As a team, we have always been very keen and welcoming
of new ideas and techniques, which has allowed us to
move forward as a unit. The progress we have seen in the
sport over the years has kept the fire in our bellies to push
for the best from our dogs and handlers.
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Our most recent season of Winter training from October
2018 to the present has seen many of our dogs pulled from
competition for re-training, and what a brilliant decision it
has been. Dogs without turns are now hitting beautiful,
consistent and safe turns; dogs who lacked confidence are
now happy and excited to train; puppies and young dogs are
benefitting from the focus and enthusiasm of their owners;
and we are all, as trainers, progressing and supporting one
another in our growth as a team.
We love to have fun as a team and enjoy the sport and time
together with our dogs. At competitions we are always
present in our bright turquoise and cerise gear, having a
laugh and lighthearted banter within our team and with
fellow Flyballers. Amongst all the fun, we invest a lot time
and energy into the health and safety of our dogs and it has
always been an important factor in our training and pet
care.
We look forward to starting the racing season again in
March, meeting with friends, strutting our stuff and
showing off all of our hard work from the past few months!!
#UKFLrocks #TFS4LIFE
Lisa Bradley
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Hey Welcome to the Hoot! My name is Fledge and I’ve got a fantastic
story below sent in from one of our UKFL Junior Members! I love hearing
updates from you all! Please keep emailing your stores for me to read. I
put my favourites in the magazine with the help of the editor Samantha J

ISOBEL COLEMAN
Hi!
My name is Isobel Coleman and I run with Northants Falcons.
I have been going to competitions with my mum for nearly
four years and I first ran a dog by myself in May 2017. The
first dog I ran was my team captain’s, Katie’s. The dog’s name
is Pepsi and she is amazing. I learnt a lot from Pepsi about
changeovers and working in a team. Since then, I have been
lucky to run some other dogs for other teams, getting lots of
good experience.

In training, there are lots of jobs to be done.
Since Northants Falcons is a small team, we
all help. When I am at training, I ball collect,
box load, wind the dogs up and sometimes
run dogs. We also have some starters at
training so I release dogs and generally help
out. Recently, Northants Falcons hosted
their first indoor competition, with help
from Tails and Cambridgeshire. It was a
busy day but I absolutely loved it!
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Our family has four dogs. Last year, I started
running our second oldest dog, Laurie, in
competitions. Laurie is an eight year old
whippet who is in Northants Hawks or
Northants Harriers. It took Laurie a long time
to understand flyball and my mum is very
jealous that he runs better for me! I love
running Laurie and he is a lovely dog; he isn’t
too strong to hold and I have to remember to
shout ‘Laurie, bucket!’ very loudly! Laurie will
only run for treats though and only runs
indoors at the moment. He competed at the
UKFL championships with me last summer in
the Northants Hawks and we came 4th.
Last March, I bought myself a puppy. His name
is Tarran which means ‘Thunder’ in Welsh. He
has started training and has finally, after lots of
work at home picking up balls, been able to get
the ball off the board. Tarran is half collie,
quarter whippet and quarter Jack Russell
although the Jack Russell doesn’t show in his height or
his looks. He loves tuggies and has about six of them.
Tarran loves training with the Falcons. One day, I hope
to compete Tarran at the Championships as well as
Crufts. However, even if he doesn’t, I still love him and
like to spoil him with treats and toys!

I love Flyball because I love spending time with my
favourite animals and I love spending time with my
flyball friends and family. Sometimes, competitions
include lots of driving, long days, crazy weather and
thousands of steps but I don’t mind.
In the future, I hope to run my mum’s collie, Pippa.
If I could choose a dog to run in my team, it would
be Katie’s husky, Mishka, because she is super fluffy,
loves hugs and is brilliant at Flyball.
One of my favourite things about UKFL is the Fledge
challenges, since they are so much fun and get you
active. At competitions, everyone is very kind to me
and encourages me. I know people from lots of
teams and I enjoy helping out other teams by ball
collecting when they don’t have enough people.
The Junior scheme is brilliant and I have already
achieved my Fledgling and Wren awards and am
working hard to get my next one (1000 points).
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ANNUAL AWARDS
Awarded and recognised at the 2019 UKFL Conference

MEMBER OF THE YEAR Ellen Schofield

Ellen is the UKFL’s technical officer and has been a
god send this past year, she has set up the UKFL
website and done a fantastic job. The Team Captain of
Cambridgeshire Flyball Team, and the club have
hosted and co hosted many Flyball Events in the past
year.
Ellen has helped out at Regional training days and you
could not wish to meet a more supportive person. She
has also attained her Level 3 Judges Status and is the
epitome of what every UKFL member should strive to
be.
Nothing is too much trouble for Ellen and she is
always there to help with members enquiries in an
efficient and timely manner.
Ellen certainly goes further than that extra mile and is
the outstanding candidate for this Award

JUNIOR HANDLER OF THE YEAR Emma Wagg

Emma has shown throughout this last year what an
outstanding young person she is.
As a member of the Storm Chasers Flyball Team, she
has learnt many skills including running her own
spaniel dog in a team.
Storm Chasers put on lots of shows and Emma is
always at the forefront, willing to learn all things,
including doing the paperwork under supervision.
She takes on all the Fledge Challenges with
enthusiasm, and takes in the junior training days
when available. She is a great all rounder with such a
polite manner.
A natural flyballer and a credit to her family and her
club.

JUDGE OF THE YEAR Jenny Knight

This year Jenny has been a superb role model and ambassador for UKFL,
she is fair, has a thorough knowledge of the rules and makes teams feel at ease in the ring. She combines this
with being encouraging, patient and helpful, particularly with new members or dogs.
As a Level 3 Judge she has travelled the length and breadth of the country, even when not running her own dog
to help out with Judging. She gets to know the host team, helps out with all aspects of setting up and helps to
ease any nerves for 1st time hosts.
Jenny helps out with admin, advice and even a shoulder to cry on. She is able to see things from all points of view
and is conscious of the needs of all , ensuring competitions are inclusive and safe. She was a key part of the ring
party training days, answering questions in a way people could understand, and does it all with a smile on her
face. Jenny goes above and beyond and manages to keep her head when everyone else is losing theirs.

TEAM OF THE YEAR Tails We Win

Tails hosted 8 tournaments during 2018, including the
first ever UKFL event.
Through their seminars they have shared their
knowledge with many teams and individuals. Their
approach to dog welfare, attention to detail and the
motivation they have to improve flyball on the whole
has to be commended. Not only are they wonderful to
watch racing but they also bring a fantastic
atmosphere to competitions and have numerous
record breaks. Tails have become the fastest team in
both the UK and Europe, proving that British flyball is
competitive on the world stage.
They are a genuinely nice bunch of people, always
helping others at shows.
They truly set the standard, not just in speed but in
hard work and dedication to our sport. Tails truly are
the team everyone aspires to be making them the
stand-alone candidate for this award in UKFL’s first
year.
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DOG OF THE YEAR Skye – Back N Forth

owned by Connor McLeod
Skye is a 4 year old rescued lurcher who due to ill
health had to stop flyballing early 2017. She was
diagnosed with stage 3 chronic kidney disease and
given no more than 6 months to live which left her
owner Connor devastated. This girl has since made a
full recovery and after veterinary approval was
able to return to flyball at the end of 2017.
2018 has seen a remarkable year for this young dog.
Anyone who watched Crufts 2018 finals will no
doubt remember Skye who was in the winning team
Warrington Wizards. She then went on to win 2
further championships including UKFL Indoor
Championships with Saltires. Skye is an eye catching
dog and the bond she has with Connor is clear to see.
Her performance this year coming back after illness
and her ability to adapt into other teams and remain
consistent make her a worthy winner of Dog of the
Year.

